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ABSTRACT 
The cartesian closed category (ccc) and topos differ from each other in both the 
descriptive power and the cxeeutability. A cce cannot express the rich structure of data 
types, in particular, the concept of subtypes, while it has an executable structure as a 
model of typed X-calculus. On the other hand, topos has the strong expressive power of 
the concept of subtypes, although it does not in general have a good correspondence to 
any computation system. This article introduces the structure of e-cce, as an intermediate 
of the ccc and topos. The e-tee has the correspondence to ~.-calculus based on an 
extended abstract dam type theory and thus can be' considered to be executable. This 
theory can be considered to be between typed ;~.-calculas(ccc) and higher order intui- 
tionistic type theory(topos). General discussion on data type theory and camgory theory 
is also made. Moreover, relations between e-tee and ccc or topos are discussed. In par- 
ticnlar, topos is proved to be a specially-structured -cce. 
1. Introduction 
Categorical methods are today given an attention so as to describe and analyze computation systems. 
In particular, the cartesian closed category (ecc for short) is studied as a computation system. It is proved 
to have a correspondence to g-calculns [1 ]. Intensive study is done from the above point of view [10,12 ]. 
Topos is also intensively studied in view of the relation to higher order intuitionistic logic [6,10 ]. Topos 
can be considered as a speclally-stnmured cce. 
The cce and topos have both advantages and disadvantages. The cec has the good correspondence to 
the typed ~..r one of the standard computation systems. It has, however, rather weak expressive 
power of properties of types. On the other hand, topos has the strong descriptive power of subtyl~, or 
properties of typea, although it does not have a good correspondence to any computation system. Topos 
does correspond to the higher order intuitionistic type theory. However, this ~ theory is far from execut- 
ing, or computing. To fill up these gaps has a significance particularly in the data type theory. 
In the data type theory, how to solve the problem of subtypes determines the descriptive power of the 
theory. It is one of key problems of the dat~ type theory in computer science. For example, in Clear [2 1, 
which is one of sI~ification language, s based on the.abstract data type theory, extra logical operators such 
as -->(implication) and special sorts such as booi can be introduced. Goguen presented the theory of order 
sorted algebra to express the concept of subsorts explicitly. 
Since computer science is keenly interested in executability, orcomputability, the strong expressive 
power of subtypes i  not necessarily desirable. For example, consider the case of topos which regards ub- 
types as formulas. In general, topos can represent a formula whose validity cannot effectively be com- 
puted. This is not desirable in computer science: one can declare that a certain term is in a certain type, 
but one cannot, in general, verify the statement in an effective way. This problem requires a careful solu- 
tion. 
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This article introduces the structure of e-cce. It allows the construction of equalizers for a certain 
class of arrows. Because qualizers are monie, their construction is precisely the description of subtypes 
for a restricted class. Moreover, e-ecc can be considered to be ADT' -~., the ~.-caleulus constructed on an 
extension of the abstract data type theory, which in one sense can be considered to be executable. This 
corresponds to the relation of tee to typed L-calculus, an executable system. The e-tee, in this sense, can 
sufficiently be considered to be computable. Basic properties of e-oct have been presented also in [11 ]. 
This article, in addition to those properties, investigates the expressive power of e-tee, especially, the 
descriptive power on subtypes in terms of dam type theory. 
In this article, Section 3 defines e-cce. Section 4 and Section 5 present he theory ADT' -~. and 
prove that e-ecc has a one-to-one correspondence to it. Section 6 discusses the relation between theories 
and categories in a more general situation. In Section 7, topos is described as a special ease of e-ccc. The 
executability of topos is also discussed. 
2. Preliminaries 
This section gives definitions and notations used in the subsequent sections. 
2.1. definition (cartesian closed category) 
A category C is cartesian if 
(i) C has the terminal object 1, 
(ii) i f  a and b are objects of C, then their cartesian product a • b is also an object of C. 
A cartesian category C is cartesian closed if for every object a in 'C, the right adjoint a ~( - )  to 
a • (-)  can be defined. We also call this category ccc for short. 
Lambek, Scott [10 ] gives an equational presentation f ccc, The presentation below is theirs. 
2.2. equational presentation of eee 
El. fo r f  :a -~b, f  oida = f , idbof - - f  . 
for f :a---~b , g :b -oc and h :c--,d, 
(h .g ) .y  -- h o(g*f )  
E2. for all f :a.--~ l, f - - ! , .  
E3. The arrows n,,b :axb -~a and ~'a,b :a ><b --->b aredefinedforeverypairofobjectsa andb andsatisfy 
for all arrows f :c ---~a, g :c --->b, h :d ~ xb, 
~,~~ =f  ~, j ,  *<f ,g> =g 
<~,  * h,~',~, oh> = h 
E4. For every pair of objects a and b, the arrow ev, j, :a b xb ~ is dol~lod. Moreover, for every arrow 
h :c xb----~, the arrow h*:c ...~b is defined, and the following equations hold. 
ev,,t, o <h*o~.b,~'c ~,> = h 
(ev,.b o <k . r~ ,n'~ ~, >)" = k 
where k :c ~ b. 
Using this presentation, Larnbek and Scott [10 ] shows the one-to-one correspondence b tween cec 
and typed Xw.alculus. 
2..3. definition(topos) 
A topos is a car~sian closed category in which the subebjeet functor is representable. The 
representing object is denoted as F~. In other words, there are an object ~ and an arrow -]-: 1 ---> f~ which 
satisfy the following conditions. 
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(i) 
(ii) 
For every mono m, them is a uniquely determined arrow X which makes the diagram below a pull- 
back. We denote this arrow X as char (m). 
l PB "~ 
Conversely, for every arrow Z: a -->t'l, there corresponds a mono m which makes the above diagram 
pullback. This correspondence is unique up to isomorphism. 
Topos is proved to have a correspondence to higher order intuitionistie type theory [6,10 ]. 
3. E-CCC 
This section introduces e-ccc, an extension of ccc. The e-r162 allows the construction of equalizers 
for a restricted class of arrows. The concept of subtypes i expressed using this construction of equalizers, 
In e-ccc, the moderate deoscription fsubtypes i possible. 
3.1. definition (e-property) 
Given a cartesian category C and a subclass E of objects of C which satisfy (*) and (**), the pair 
<C ,E > is called a category C withe-property E.
(*) The terminal object 1 is in E. 
(**) If both a and b are in E, then a xb is also in E. 
In the category C with e-property E, we say that an object a has the e-property if a is in E. If E is 
clear from context, we drop E and simply say "category C with o-property". 
3.2. definition (e-ecc) 
A cartesian category C with e-property E is e-cc if it satisfies the following conditions. 
(1) Let two objects a and b be given, with b having the e-property. For arbitrary pairs of arrows 
f ,  g :a ~b,  the diagram a : :~ b has the equalizer incf.t : Eq (f ,g) >--->a. 
g 
(2) I f thedomainoff  (also the domain of g ) has the e.property, then Eq f f  ,g ) also has the e-property. 
(3) eq(.f ,g ) = Eq(g J )  
(4) Eq (<f ,g >,<f ' ,g '>)  = Eq (<g d >,<g "J  %) 
(5) Eq (</,g >,<f ",g ">) = Eq (<f ,g ">,</',g >) 
The conditions (3), (4) and (5) am rather technical than essential. Moreover, if C is cartesian closed, 
we call it e-ccc. 
3.3. equational presentation of e-eee 
Just as cce, e-cce has an equational presentation. Let Eq(f,g) be defined. From the definition of 
equalizer, for h :c .-->a such that f o h = g o h, we have a unique arrow j such that inc/~ oj = h. We denote 
it by imh~f.z 1. We also denote it by imh if there is no ambiguity, 
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E5.1 
E5.2 
Eq. .  . inc: ~ f 
t: ,g ) > ._z . :~ - -  ~ b 
/" 
imAL r 9 1, 
g 
( im means ira bedding.) 
In addition to the presentation from El. to E4. of the ccc, 
incf ~ oimff r = h 
imig~ l,h = h . 
The proposition below shows some useful equations. 
3.4. proposition 
(1) imh ~ =irah,~,. 
(2) im.,g:~ ---iae~ ~. 
(3) inc: : is an isomorphishn. 
Proof 
(1) 
(3) 
imh ok = im~, ,~,~ ,k
=imh . t 
(E5.2) 
rE5.1) 
The arrow imla is the inverse of inc:,f because 
inc/,: , im~ = id 
im~ o inc/ o, = imi,~s ~ = id 
(E5.2) 
(E5.1) 
(1),(2) 
The result (3) of the above proposition indicates that incf,f can be regarded as identity. We thus 
furthermore quir~ the following condition. 
3.5. (added axiom to definition 3.2) 
(6) Let f :a--4b be an arrow with b having ISe e-property. Then 
Eq ( f  ,f  ) = a 
inc.&: =ida 
3.6. definition (E-CCC) 
Let E-CCC be the category of e-ccc, whose objects are e-ccc's and whose arrows are functors 
preserving cartesian closed structure added with e-property and equalizers. Let an e-ccc <C,E> and 
<C' ,E '> and a functor F :C~C"  be given. Preserving e-property means that if e~E,  then F(e)~E ' .  
Preserving equalizers means that F (Eq ( f  ,g ) )=Eq (F ( f  ) ,F (g ) ) if Eq ( f  .g ) is deft ned. 
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3.7. functional completeness ofe-cee 
Let us consider the functional completeness of e-cec. The functional completeness holds in e-ccc as 
in etc. Given an e-oct C and an indeterminate arrow x:l-->A, where A is an object of C, we define C[x] 
as the cartesian closed category such that its objects are those of C and its arrows are freely generated by x 
and arrows of C, with the condition that an equalizer Eq(f,g) in C is also an equalizer o f f  and g in 
C[x]. In other words, if we have EqOe,g) in C and for an arrow d~(x) in C[x], and we have 
f o d~(x) = g od~(x), then im~(~} is defined. 
theorem (functional completeness ofe-ccc) 
Given C and C [x :I-~A ] defined as above, and an arrow d~(x):l-->B of C [x], there is a unique ar~w 
g :A--->B such that g ~x = d~(x). We denote such g by (x).~x). 
Proof If such g exists, uniqueness is clear, so we only show the existence of such an arrow by the 
induction on the construction of ~(x). In case d~(x) = im~(~ 3, let h be an arrow such that h ox = V(x) by 
the induction hypothesis. Because fov (x )=goV(x  ) implies that fohox=gohox ,  we have 
f o h = g o h. Therefore imh~" 9 J can be defined and by 3.4( 1 ), imh{[~z ] = imh [f 9 ~ ,x. 
Proofs on other eases are the same as those in the functional completeness of ccc. 
t3 
3.8. expressive power of subtypes 
In categorical terms, the concept of subtypes corresponds tothat of mono. In e-ecc, a mono is struc- 
turally and concretely constructed as an equalizer. In the subsequent sections, e-ccc is proved to 
correspond to an extended ADT, the abstract data type theory which can restrictedly express the concept of 
subtypes. Eqnalir~ers in e-ccc correspond tosubtypes in the extension of ADT. 
In an e-ccc <C,E >, the class of e-property-having-objects de ermines its expressive power. In other 
words, the expressive power of e-tee varies widely from weak to strong according to the choice of e- 
property. We have some typical examples. One is tee: any ccc C is precisely the e-ccc <C ,1>, where 1 
denotes the class consisting only of the terminal object. 
Proof By the definition (1) of e-cc, for every equalizer for the pair f,g:a---~l, f=g(by the 
delinltion of 1). This implies that the equalizer Eq (f ,g)>-.-->a is just id :a -->a (by 3.5). 
[] 
Another example is the case when E = C. This category is a well-known one, i.e., a cce with finite 
limits. 
The third example is topos. Topos can be constructed as an e-tee if e-property is appropriately 
taken. Section 7 discusses the relation of e-tee and topos in view of e-property. 
3.9. executability ofe-ccc 
We showed the equational presentation f e-ccc in 3.3. A term rewriting system based on e-ccc can 
be constructed by the analogy with the equational presentation f ccc. We add the following rules to the 
term rewriting system based on ccc (see for example, [10 ] ). 
imtg;J~h reduces to h (1) 
im~]  reduces to id (2) 
incf~ oimh ~f,t lreduces to h (3) 
The only difference from cce is that we are not assured that an arrow imh br 9 ] can effectively be con- 
structed. In order to define and use it, we must check thatf  oh = g oh. The equality between arrows is in 
general not decidable. 
If we want an e-eec executable, we must choose the class E of e-property-having-objects so that the 
equality between arrows with codomain in E is decidable. If this is so, we can effectively define an arrow 
imsIf.z } and construct an executable system. If this is not so, we can abstractly define a structure of e-tee, 
but it is in general not computable. 
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Let us review the cartesianness of e-property. Suppose that he equalities between arrows to a and b 
Y 
are decidable. Then, the equality between arrows to axb is also decidable, because for c axb,  
g 
f = g iff ~of = ~og and ~. f  = ~og.  Its decidability is reduced to the "simpler" one. However, in the 
case of exponentials, we do not have such nice property. Discussion from the viewpoint of data type 
theory is also done in the subsequent sections, 
4. ADT e -X 
This section and the next section investigate he correspondence between the computation system 
ADT, -X and the category e-coo. 
4.1. equational logic with --, 
4.1.1. definition (ADT) 
A pair <Z,Ax > satisfying the following conditions is called ADT 
Y.) A signature Z consists of terms and types satisfying: 
types) 
O) 
(ii) 
terms )
(i) 
(~) 
Ax) 
4.L2. 
(i) 
(ii) 
(iii) 
1 is a type. 
if A and B are types, then their product AxB is also a type. 
Countably many variables are assigned to each type. 
There is a fixed set of function symbols including <-,-->, ~, ~' and *. 
Each term is assigned to a type. In particular, if a term t is of type A and a term s of type B, 
then <t ,s > is of type A )<B. Moreover, if a term r is of type A ><B, then n(r) is of type A and 
x'(r) is of type B. The term * is of type 1. 
The class of axioms which is a subclass of formulas of EL (Z). The class of formulas EL (Z) is 
defined as follows. 
definition (EL (Z)) 
Given a signature Y~, EL (Z') is defined as: 
For every type A, the equality symbol =A is defined. 
Formulas in EL (~ are: 
If a and b are terms of type A in Z, then a =a b is a formula. 
I fp and q are formulas in EL(Z), thenp & q is also a formula. 
As for rules ofF_A, (Z), 
~(<t,s >) = t ~(<t ,s  >) = s 
a = * where a is of type 1. 
p~q 
p q 
<~(r ),~'(r )>=r 
t =a t" P i t ]  
t =a t P Lt q (~) 
where t and t" are of type A. 
We drop Z and simply write EL, if Z is clear form context. 
We write <Z,Ax > I-p meaning that the formula p can be deduced by axioms Ax and rules given in 
4.1.2 (iii). 
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4.2. definition (EL-'(E)) 
The equational logic with ---> (EL-'(E)) is an extension of EL (~ added with the following properties: 
(i) The symbol ~ is addeA to the set of logical symbols. 
(ii) Formulas in EL (E) are also formulas in EL ~(g). 
Given a formula p in EL (E) and q in EL (~), p--~q is a formula in EL ~(~.  
(iii) As for rules: 
P P~q ~ (-~) 
q P ---~q 
In the above rule, [p ] means that in the rule, p is the assumption and discharged. 
4.3. notation 
We say that a formula p (x) is of type A if p (x) contains only one variable x and its type is A. 
It is sufficient o consider one-variable formulas. If a formula p contains a finite set of variables 
{xl I0<_/<n}, where xi's type is At respectively, we regard it as of type AoX... xA,-I with appropriate 
order of types. 
4.4. definition (ADT') 
A triple <E,E ,Ax > satisfying the following conditions i ADT'. 
(I) <Z~4x> is ADT. 
(2) E is a subclass of types closed under products. A type is effective if it is in E. An effective formula 
is a f i i te conjunction of formulas of the form P=A q, where A is effective. It is also sufficient to 
consider one variable ffective formulas tr~auso E is closed under products. 
(3) The signature Z is defined simultaneously in terms of types and terms. 
types: For every effective formula p (x) containing one variable x, p (x) is defined and is a type. 
The identity among types is defied as: An type p(x) is identical with type q(x) when 
<Y.,AxL.){q(x)] >b-p(x) and <E,AxL3{p(x)}>l-q(x) An typep(x),x of type A is identical to A when 
<r ,ax> l--p (x). 
terms:New constructors of terms are added in the following way. 
(i) Let p (x ) be a formula of type A , and a beaterm oftypep(x). The term inc~(x)(a ) is defied 
and of type A. Moreover, <EAx > ~-p (incg(~)(a)). 
(ii) Let a ' be a term of type A such that <E,Ax>~-p(a'). In this ease, theterm im~(x)(a')is 
defined and of type p (x). 
(iii) the constructors inc and ira satisfy: 
incgg~)(imf(,) a')) = a" 
im~) (ineR(Z)(a ))= a 
(4) Ax is a class of axioms written in EL. 
A typop(x), x of type A, represents a set of terms of type A which satisfies the property p.  The 
constructors inc and im change the type of terms. We drop their subscripts and superscripts and simply 
write inc and im if there is no ambiguity. 
In the construction of imp(z)(a), we must first check that p (a) holds. We can construct a computa- 
tion system based on ADT' if and only if every formulap (x) is decidable. This corresponds tothe fact of 
3.9. 
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4.5. definition (ADT') 
A pair <X:,A > is ADT" if it is ADT except that formulas of A are those written in EL-*(L-'). 
ADT" is today widely used as an expedient in order to express uch properties which cannot be 
described in ADT. See for example [2 ]. In fact, ADT" can be expressed in ADT 9 . For example, consider 
the axiom p (x)-->q (x) in ADT'. In ADT', it can be expressed as q (inc (z)) for a variable z of type p (x), 
i fp  (x) is effective. 
4.6. example 
consider the ADT <Z,A > defined as 
Z E 1,N,finite products of N, as types 
0, suc, pred as term constructor 
A ~ the transitive closure generated by 
pred(O) = O, pred(suc (x)) = x,  
We can also construct the ADT" <Z',Z',A > from <Z,A>. Z' has, compared with Z, extra types, for 
example, con'est~nding to formulas uc (pred (x )) = x, suc (suc Cored (pred (x )))) = x, etc., and terms uch 
as im~,,,a(~))~(suc(O)). Informally, the former type corresponds tothe subtype {x I x>0} and the latter 
to {x I x> l} .  Similarly, a shbtype {x I x>n } for every natural number n can be described. In the same 
way, a type corresponding to the formula pred(pred(pred("  . (n+l - t imes)(x) ) . - - ) )=0 informally 
represents he subtype {x tx<_n +1 }. 
In the abstract data type theory, we cannot generally express the partially-valid properties of func- 
tions. By restricting the domain of functions, we obtain some useful properties. For example, in the above 
example, suc has the inverse pred only on the restricted omain suc (pred (x)) ---x, that is, if the domain 
satisfies uc (pred(x))ffi x In ADT,, such properties are easily expressed. This is one of advantages of
ADT' .  
Another advantage is that in ADT', we can define partial functions. For example, in the above 
example, we could add to <~'Z',A> term constructors d/v and rood on Nxsuc(pred(x))=x and their 
related axioms. Those are partial functions on N• This property distinguishes ADT" from ADT or 
ADT'. 
4.7. relation with Order-Sorted Algebra. 
We have already the theory of order-sorted algebra for describing subtypes. It is used for example to 
represent the semantics of OBJ2 [7 ]. Order-sorted algebra is an abstract data type theory with partial order 
< defined on sorts. In ease A <B, we say that the sort A is a subsort of sort B. 
ADT* can be regarded as an order-sorted algebra. A <B is defined when inc,~ is defined. In ADT,, 
we only have axioms and rules of & and equality. Practically, ADT" is still strong in expressive power 
and compact as a theory. In example 4.5, we showed that the subsorts corresponding to Ix Ix>n} or 
{x Ix <n } can be expressed. If we express them in the ordinary order-sorted algebra, we must in advance 
define them as subsorts. 
As presented so far, ADT' is one of the successful extensions of the abstract data type theory. We 
can consider the typed ~-ealculus on this data type theory. This is an extension of the typed ~-calculus. 
We define ADT'-7~ as follows: 
4.8. definition (ADT'-~,: Z- calculus on ADT') 
Given an ADT* <T.~E ,,4 >, we define its associated ADT'-% as follows: 
types )
(i) Types of ADT" am types of ADT'-L.  
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(iv) 
terms) 
(i) 
(ii) 
(iii) 
(ii) If A and B are types, then A xB and AB are also types. In other words, the class of types is 
cartesian closed. 
(iii) An effective formulas are defined as a finite conjunction of the formulas of the form P=aq 
where A in E andp ,q are terms of ADT'-k defined below. 
For every effective formula p defined above, p (x) is defined and is a type. 
(iv) 
Terms of ADT' are terms of ADT'-X. 
Countably many variables are assigned to every type. 
There are added new constructors inX-calculus. 
Suppose that ~) is a term of type A. then ~ e&d? is a term of type A s. 
Suppose that f is a term of type As and b is a term of type B. eva ~ (f ,b) is a term of type A. 
There are also added new constructors inc and im as in 4.4. 
5. E-CCC and ADTt-~. 
This section proves that ADTt-X and e-ccc are the equivalent concepts. 
5,1. 0L) the internal language 
We already have the internal language of ccc. We associate, hem, for a given e-ccc C, its internal 
language L(C), the ADT'-L by simultaneous induction of types and terms as follows. 
definition L(C) 
ADT" ".ADT" = <Z~ Jlx > is defined as: 
types)Types of L(C) are objects of C, with 
(i) Products of types are identified with products of the corresponding objects. In particular, type 
1 is the object I. 
(ii) Exponentials oftypes am identified with exponentials ofthe corresponding objects. 
(iii) Type r "'" &d#n(x)=O~'(x), in which r ~bi'(x) (0~.~)  are terms, is 
identified with Eq (<(x).0o(x), 9 9 9 ,(x)Abn (x)>,<(x).d~o'(x),"" ,(x).r 
terms)Terms of type A are arrows r 1 ---> A of C Ix ] where x is an indeterminam arrow. Constructors 
< -,-- >,x, x', X, ev are interpreted as thos~ in the internal language of ccc. 
Moreover, we identify inc,~(~)=r where A is the cedomain of x, with the constructor 
ine (~).r162 As for ira, for example, we idendfy imc(x)=u with im~(~)*(~),(~).r 
E) A typoA is inE if and only ifA has thee-property as an objectofC. 
Ax) The equality of arrows to object A is translated to the equality on the type corresponding to A, pro- 
vided that A has the e-property. Moreover, if it holds in C, its tr, mslation is in Ax. 
The above description already defines ADT'-L, so we have done. 
5.2. definition (ADTe-A) 
Given two ADTe-X L and L', ~ translating types and terms of L to those of L" is called translation 
if it preserves type constructors, term constructors(products, exponentials, equalizers, X-abstraction), 
axioms and e-property. 
We obtain a category ADT'-A whose objets are ADT'-~. and arrows translations. The equivalence 
of ADT'-% is defined as the equivalence in terms of the category ADT'-3,. 
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5.3. proposition 
Let L(C) be the internal language of C, and, for any functor F:  C ---> C" of E-CCC, let L(F) be 
defined: for any objeetA of C, 
L(F)(A) =_ F(A) 
As for arrows, we first extend F to that i0cluding indeterminates. In other words, i fxi is an indeterminate 
of C and xi' of C', the extended functor F satisfies 
The definition of L(F) for arrow-part is, 
L(F)(r # (r 
Then L is a functor from E-CCC to ADT'- I t .  
5.4. The e-ccc generated by an ADT' -L  
In order to show that the functor L is an equivalence of categories, we construct the functor E in the 
opposite direction. 
5.4.I. definition (E) 
Given an ADT'-X L, we construct an e-coo E(L) in the following way. 
Objects) 
Objects in E(L) are types in/.,. 
Arrows) 
Arrows A ---> e of E(L) are (equivaIence lasses o0 pairs (xEA ,r with x a variable of type A 
and r a term of type B with no free variables other than x. 
e-property) 
Then, as an object of E(L), A has the e-property ifA is effective as a type. It can easily be checked 
that this satisfies the condition of e-property presented in Section 3. 
5.4.2. lemma 
The object r = V(x) is the equalizer of the arrows (x,r and (x,u 
Proof Consider the following diagram. 
Cx,r _ 
0(x)=V(x)~_ (x,inc(x)).~ A (x,VCx)).5o 
~t(x ,~ (0(x))) ) 
Suppose (x,O(x))o(x,O(x))= (x,~g(x))o(x,O(x)). This implies that r = v(O(x)). Then, there is 
an arrow (x,im(O(x))) from C to 0(x)=g(x)  which makes the above diagram commute. Let another 
arrow (x,O'(x)) be given and 0(x) =inc(O'(x)). Then, im(O(x)) = im(inc (0"(x))) = 0"(x). Uniqueness i  
proved. 
[] 
By the above lemma, we identify the object d?(x)--~(x) with Eq((x,dd(x)),(x,~(x))). Thus, we 
define 
inc (,,,,(,,)).(,,,vO,)) = (z Eeq ((x,O(x ) ),(x,~(x )) ) , incAr =vOO(z)) 
whereA is the type ofx.  
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where A is the type of 0(z)~ 
The type corresponding to & -eonjuneted formulas are interpreted as an equalizer of a pair of arrows. 
For example, ~b(x) = V(x) & qb'(x) = V'(x) corresponds to(x,<~(x),~'(x)>) = (x,<v(x),V'(x)>). 
As for cartesian products and exponentials in e-Poe, we also identify them with those of ADT ' -~ 
Thus, 
IA z (xeA,*) 
~a~ -- (z ,m) 
<(z ,~(z)), (z ,V(z))> - (z ,<~(z), V(z)>) 
(z,X(z ))" - (x,Xy. Z( <x,y >)) 
ev -~ (y,ev (<r<y),~'(y)>)) 
We can easily extend E to the funetor from ADT'-A to E-CCC. 
5.5. theorem (equivalence of L and E) 
(i) E o L - id. 
(ii) LoE-  id. 
Proof 
(i) First, we prove the equivalence of the e-coP C and E(L(C)). 
An arrow B --~ C in EL(C) has the form (3,,r We have the one-to-one correspondence b tween 
arrows of EL(C) and of C by sending (x,d~(x)) to (x).~(x) bye the functional completeness of e-coP. 
As for equivalence between objects, we only prove the case of equalizers. EL(Eq (f,g)) is 
E(fx = gx). This can be written as Eq ((x ~fx),(x,gx)) and is equivalent toEq (f ,g) using the above claim. 
Other cases are clear from the construction f L and E. 
(ii) For any ADT'-Z L, we prove the equivalence between LE(L) and L. It is straightforward as for 
types and equality. The term ~b(x) in L corresponds to(ze 1,#(z)) in LE(L). The correspondence is 
onto and one-to-one, since we can send the latter to the former by (z e 1,~b(z))(*) -- ~b(*). 
[] 
6. General Discussion of Data Type Theory 
The last section presented a category E(L) for an ADT'-)~ L and an internal language L(C) for an 
e-ccc C. This section generally discusses these correspondences. 
In this section, we fix a many-sorted theory Th = <L,A> with language L and axioms A. By a 
many-sorted theory, we mean the one with equality which is closed under finite product of sorts. Farther- 
more, we suppose that <L ,4 > has conjunction (&) and its related axioms. We write a :A to express that 
the term a is in the sort A. The cartesian product of two sorts A and B is written as A xB. If a'.,4 and 
b:B, we write <a,b>:AxB for the pair of terms a andb. We write 1 as the te.rminal, or the product of 
empty set of sorts. We furthermore assume that only one term is of sort I. We denote the term by *. 
6.1. definition 
By a type P of sort A oX ".. xA~-I, we mean a formula Po fL  depending on the sequence of its free 
variables <xo,. " ,x,-1> of sort Aox.. .  >r We also write a type P as P(xo""  x,,-t) to describe its 
free variables and their types explicitly. In particular, we regard every sort A as a type by considering a 
formula -I- depending on <x >o where x is of sortA. 
A product of two types is defined as 
P(x:A)• - e ( r~) ,~Q (n~z) 
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where ~i is the i-the projection and z :A xB. 
By a function from type P (x) of sort A to type Q(x) of sort B, we mean a term t(x) of sort B 
including only free variable x of sort A such that ff P (s), then Q (t [s Ix ]) holds. 
6.2. example 
The theory ADT 9 is an example of the above many-sorted theory. Their formulas are only those 
constructed from & and equality. Types of ADT ~ can be constructed from effective formulas. In 6.1, 
types are obtained from formulas of Th. Therefore, the approach of this section can be considered as a 
generalization f the type construction ofADT'. 
6.3. definition 
Associated with Th, we consider a category E.~ defined as follows: 
(i) Objects of Zrh are those types of Th. 
(ii) Arrows A--->B of Zch are those functions from A to B. 
We can give an interpretation f Th as functors from ~YCh tO SETS, the category of sets. Informally, 
a type P (x) of Th is translated tothe sets of terms t such that P (t) holds. More formally, 
6,4. definition 
An algebra of a theory Th is a functor from ~ to SETS preserving finite products of types. 
Preserving finite products means that a product of types are translated m a product of the sets for 
types. In particular, the terminal of the theory are translated tothe terminal of SETS. 
Consider for example the theory of abstract data types. Algebra in ADT theory are precisely alge- 
bras in this paper. Consider for another example the Horn logic. Herbrand models in Horn logic 
correspond toour algebras. 
6.5. definition 
For a theory Th, we define the category Alg (Th) by 
0) Objects axe algebras of Th. 
(ii) Arrows are natural transformations between algebras. 
For a given ADT theory or Horn logic, the initial model exists [8, 3 ]. We give a categorical proof of 
the existence of initial algebras. 
6.6. theorem(existence of the initial algebra) 
The category Alg (Th) has the initial object. 
Proof Consider the hom-functor ~ (1,-). It is an algebra because itpreserves limits. For an arbi- 
Wary algebra F ~ IAlg (Th) I, by Yoneda lemma, 
[,~-a'h (1,-),F ] -F  (1)-lsm~. 
This precisely indicates that ~ (1,-) is the initial object in Alg (Th). 
[] 
It is well known that an ADT theory or a Horn logic has an initial model. It corresponds toZch (1,-) 
in categorical terms. Let us consider the case such that Th is an ADT'. It can easily be proved that 
ZTh (1,--) is an initial model. 
Notice that in our algebra, initial algebra lways exists, but it does necessarily not correspond to a 
model(e.g, first order classical logic). 
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Class of theories and categories 
Some class of categories are easy to analyze and we may use them as a categorical model of some 
theories. It is significant to find relations between aclass of categories and its related theories. 
In [10 ] etc, the correspondence between ece and typed X-calculus, or that between topos and higher 
order intuitionistic type theory is proved. Section 5 presented that we have another significant eorrespon- 
dence between ADT*-X and F:-CCC. Furthermore, inSection 3, we proved that cce is a special e-cec. In 
the next section, we show that a topos can be considered to be an e-tee 
THEORY CATEGORY 
typed X-calculus ccc 
AD'I~-X e-ccc 
higher order intuitionistic topos 
type theory 
Relation between data type theory and category 
7. E-CCC and Topos 
This section shows that topos can be constructed as a special case of e-ccc. Topos is by definition 
ccc + representable subobject functor(2.3). We replace the latter by the e-property. That is: 
7.1. proposition 
Every subobject of topos is an equalizer of some pair of arrows. In other words, every mono is regu- 
lar. 
Proof Let m beamono.Thearrowm is the equalizer of char(m ) and Tot .  
rn 
By the above Froposition, a topos is an e-cce provided that ~ has the e-property and that he functors 
Sub and Hem ( -  ,~2) are isomorphic to each other. The latter condition informally means that in that 
category, we have and only have a "canonical" subobject. For example, if the topos is skeletal, the condi- 
tion is satisfied. 
Results of Section 5 imply that topos can be expressed as some ADT'-%, which is in fact a higher 
order intuitionistic type theory. 
7.2. executability of topos 
The executability of ADT'-X of e-tee relies on whether equalizers can be constructively obtained. 
In other words, it depends on whether the equality of the ADT'-X is decidable or not. Remember the dis- 
cussion of 3.9. Of course we have an ADT'-X whose equality is not decidable, it means that it can 
abstractly be defined, but is inappropriate as a computation system. In practice, we choose the subclass of 
decidable qualities and make the ADT'-)~ executable. In this sense and only in this sense, e-cec is con- 
sidered as executable. We do not require that he e-property should be cartesian closed. It reflects the fact 
of data type theory that extensional equality of functions is generally not decidable. 
This principle is reflected also in equality types of Standard ML, where an equality makes ense as 
an expression only if it is the equality on terms of equality types, Equality types are: primitive types uch 
as integers and strings, record types (product ypes) constructed from equality types. A function type is 
never an equality type. 
Consider from this viewpoint the executability of topos. The equality relation on 12 is ~-~. In gen- 
eral, we do not expect hat the relation ~ is decidable. In this sense, topos cannot be executable. If we 
construct the execution system based on a to~s, it will automatically include acertain kind of prover, or a 
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procedure that decides whether for arbitrary closed formula is equal to "7- or not. 
7.3. Related works 
There aro some computation systems implementing higher order logic. Clear can develop higher 
order logic by introducing a sort bool, or its equivalent, though it is a language for speeLfieation, ot for 
programming. 
F co is a higher-order type system which has a special order f2. Operators of the order f2 represent 
types in our sense. Its equational presentation is investigated in [4 ]. Instead of our ~-~ or its equivalent, 
F to uses the equality of the combinaroy categorical logic as the equality on the order f2. 
8. Conclusion and Future Research 
An extension e-coo, of ccc is introduced to increase the expressive power of ccc. It is proved to have 
an equivalent relation to the ADT'-X, the 3.-calculus based on ADT'. In a certain sense, ADT'-~, can be 
considered as a computable system. Thus e-tee can also be considered as computable extension of ece. 
Its relation with topos is also discussed. Moreover, it is compared with the theory of order-sorted algebra, 
an existing system which can handle subtypes. General discussion on data type theory and category theory 
is also made. The executability of topos, or higher order intuitionisfie type theory, is analyzed using e-cee. 
Today, much contribution is done to implement the category theory as computing system. [9, 5 ]. 
The tee is one of the most successful, because it corresponds to typed 3.-calculus. The e-ecc is hopeful 
from the above viewpoint. In future, in order to implement the subclass of the data type theory, e-tee can 
be one candidate, because it is also regarded as a data type theory. If it is implemented by the restriction of 
topos structure, e-coo is again hopeful because it is one of the restriction of topos. 
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